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Expert tips prestige rebound 

Some of Australia's most expensive suburbs could grow by 10 per cent every year until 2019, says forecaster. 

Three of Sydney’s most expensive suburbs have been named in a list of the country’s top 10 investor hot spots. 

New research by property forecasters Residex suggests that the best place to buy a house in Australia right 

now is Bellevue Hill in Sydney’s eastern suburbs. 

Despite only growing by 1.31 per cent last year, Residex has made a bullish prediction that house values in the 

prestigious neighbourhood will surge by more than 10 per cent per annum for the next five years. 

 

View from the hill - Victoria Road, Bellevue Hill. Residex has predicted house prices in the suburb will surge 

over the next 5 years.  

Rose Bay is also expected to grow by the same amount, while Mosman on the lower north shore is pegged to 

top 9 per cent growth over the next five years. 

Advertisement  

The founder of Residex and consultant for Onthehouse, John Edwards, said he expected affordability 

constraints to kick in at the lower end of the market this year while the nation’s prestige markets will start to 

enjoy solid growth.  

‘‘The areas of the city which aren’t subject to affordability as much are the upper-echelon suburbs like 

Bellevue Hill, Rose Bay and Mosman,’’ he said. 
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John Edwards.  

‘‘Even though the rest of the market is likely to stagnate and grow minimally, these people do have the wealth 

in these areas to actually continually bid [prices] up.’’  

Only one suburb in the top 10 had a median house price below $1 million – Brisbane’s Bulimba has a median 

of $897,500 and growth prospects of 10 per cent per annum. 

‘‘If you look at all of the numbers . . .  you are essentially looking at the prestige markets across Australia. 

 

Source: Residex/Onthehouse.  

‘‘What you’ll also see is your international buyers, the Chinese, these people money doesn’t really worry 

them, they can borrow the money to get these assets from offshore.’’ 

Sydney also received two mentions in the top 10 list for apartment investors . 

After growing by 15.43 per cent last year, Milsons Point is expected to clock at least 5 per cent growth a year 

for the next five years. North Bondi is expected to grow by the same amount. 



 

Source: Residex/Onthehouse.  

Surprisingly, the best three suburbs for units are found in Melbourne, with Elwood, St Kilda and Richmond all 

expected to grow by more than 7 per cent per annum over the next five years. 

Mr Edwards put Melbourne’s growth prospects down to "international buyers" and "higher public confidence". 

Despite the promising outlook in some suburbs, Mr Edwards warns: "Anybody buying property over the next 

12 months needs to be aware of the growth patterns, now more than ever it is important to do solid research 

around the market to back up your decisions with data and insight." 

For Residex’s prediction to hold the median house price in Bellevue Hill would have to increase to more than 

$5.4 million by 2019. Residex currently has the median at $3,384,500. 

 


